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Modern
elementconstruction
challenges window
installation
Large construction projects have
unique architecture and functio
nality. Architects' creativity c
 ontrols
how the facade looks and challen
ges the way windows are usually
installed.
The New Aalborg University
Hospital, in collaboration with
a firm of facade specialists,has
found a smart solution to the
installation of windows.
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Modern facade elements require
new solutions for window installation
New Aalborg University Hospital (NAU) has chosen
to divide the project into smaller contracts so that local and regional companies have the opportunity to
rise to the challenge.
The facade specialists from Kai Andersen A/S are
the sub-contractors for the project, and are busy installing more than 300 windows on the third floors
of the two ward towers. The company currently has
75 employees spread over several construction sites
and its three offices in Holte, Aarhus and Aalborg.
NAU is a major construction site with 27 workers
involved in window installation.
Anders Krogh is the installation manager for the
facade work, and explains the challenge as follows:
– Construction projects on this scale are always
unique and make special demands of new solutions.
We are good at helping during the design process
and at doing the work that follows.

Installation manager Anders Krogh

– The trend is towards facade elements being made
at the factory and then installed by being hooked
onto consoles that are pre-mounted on concrete
decks. It is a principle used in other countries in
high-rise buildings, and requires a different type of
window installation, as the weight of the windows
requires the use of a crane or lift. This is where
Smart Lift comes into its own, he continues.
– In tall buildings it can be a challenge to install the
glass using a crane, as there is limited free crane
capacity in this fast-moving industry. Some of the
NAU buildings are so close together that there is no
room for a crane and therefore the installation must
take place from the inside, says Anders Krogh.

NAU facts
n

Size of the building:
approx. 170,000 m²

n

Construction period: 2013-2020

n

Number of beds: 580

n

Project cost: € 648 billion
(2018 price level)
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Our Smart Lift gives great flexibility during window installation
- Anders Krogh, Installation Manager at Kai Andersen A/S

Window lift guides window panes
out through the frame

Facts about the SL808 Outdoor
n

Lifts up to 820 kg

n

Lifts up to 4,4 metres

n

Hydraulic lifting function

n

Electric turning head

n

Remote control functions

n

Off-road with front-wheel drive

n

For indoor and outdoor use

n

Can be transported in van or trailer

n

Net weight 1300 kg

Benny Dyrholm is working on the installation of special window panes and explains as follows: – The installation here is special in as much as the facade is built
using factory elements, and so the window panes must
be installed afterwards from the outside. This means
lifting the glass out through the frame in order to position it correctly. We therefore use a lift to rotate the entire
window pane in mid-air, so that it is at the correct angle to be taken out through the frame before being attached from the outside.
A worker stands in a lift on the outside of the building
and helps steer the pane into place with millimeter precision. He attaches the pane when the lift has placed it
correctly and holds it in the middle of the frame.
Each window pane weighs 230-350 kg and is in three
layers with built-in blinds for the sake of hygiene on
the wards. The whole process, from the suction of the
glass on the floor to the positioning on the outside of
the frame and its attachment, takes just a few minutes
with a lift.

Flexibility is efficiency
Anders Krogh elaborates on the benefits of having a
glass lift 'on the team': – We experience greater day-today flexibility by using our own lifts because we are no
longer dependent on borrowing one of the large cranes
on site.
Working environment rules in Denmark mean that a
worker must not lift more than approx. 10 kg at a time
during repeated work and that the item must be held
tightly against the body.
The team has been working with vacuum lifts for several months and uses several models with different lifting power and range. Kai Andersen A/S has, in addition to using its own Smart Lifts, leased a number of lifts
in order to have enough capacity over several floors. If
everything runs smoothly, the team can install up to 30
windows in one day.

Facade Specialists
Kai Andersen A/S specialises in facade work
throughout Denmark as well as in the Faroe Islands,
Iceland and Greenland. The NAU project in Aalborg
is typical of their work, and the company has also
had contracts at Carlsberg City, Wildcat and Ø4 in
Aarhus, where materials such as aluminum, stone
and glass are mounted as cladding on modern buildings. The company describes itself as a closing
contractor and has customers in both the public and
private sectors.

Our employees are satisfied with the functionality
and stability of the lifts in day-to-day use. We definitely feel that it makes us more efficient when we use
a Smart Lift, Anders Krogh concludes on his way up
to see colleagues on the next floor.

– I had my first experience with glass lifts in 2009
when Smart Lift launched its self-propelled electric
lifts.

n

The window installation is on schedule, and the
lifts mean reduced risk of injury and overloading of
employees. It will take a good year until all the facades are completed.

Watch the team working with
the installation or click here.
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